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4pm Friday Registration  |  6pm - 10pm Presentations 
8am Registration  |  9am to 10pm Presentations 

 
Experiencer Groups During Lunch Breaks both Saturday and Sunday 

 

TICKETS $100 through March 17, 2022 online, $150 March 18 online / at the Door 
 
 
The 11th UFO CON will take place March 25-26-27, 2022 in South San Francisco, California at the Doubletree by Hilton, 
475 So. Airport Blvd., So. San Francisco, CA. Tickets range from $100 for entire weekend through March 18 online; $150 
from March 19 / at the Door. 
 
Speakers will begin their presentations at 6pm Friday evening, 9am Saturday and Sunday. Our Speakers: Preston 
Dennett, Matthew Dereoun, Nora Funk, Katie Griboski, Nadi Hana, Paul Hynek, Miesha Johnston, Stanley Krippner, 
Geraldine Orozco, Michael Orrell, Jesus Payan, Jr., Dave Scott, Alan Steinfeld, Steve Stockton, and Lynn Wallington. 
 
UFO CON, a presentation focused, symposium style, intimate conference of only 300 seats. Purchase your tickets now - 
this event will sell out soon! 
 
UFO CON ACTIVITIES: 15 Speakers, Special Guest Speaker – Dr. Stanley Krippner, Experiencer Groups, Vendor Area, 
"Game Show" with Dave Scott of “Spaced Out Radio” and Musical Entertainment by “Wings Over the Desert”. 

 
********** 

https://ufocon2022.com/
https://ufocon2022.com/
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UFO CON 2022 - A UFO CONFERENCE LIKE NO OTHER! 

The 11th UFO CON will take place MARCH 25-26-27, 2022 in South San Francisco, California at the Doubletree by 
Hilton, 475 So. Airport Blvd., So. San Francisco, CA. 

Tickets are $100 for the weekend through MARCH 17 purchased online; $150 MARCH 18 / at the Door. 

UFO CON kicks off Friday at 6pm with Dave Scott, owner and host of Spaced Out Radio, BC Canada, presentation 
“EXPERIENCERS: The Forgotten Souls of UFOlogy” after, Steve Stockton, will present “Missing Persons in National Parks 
and Forests - The UFO Connection”. These presentations will be followed by a premiere release of a NEW UFO genre 
movie – the title and director are still secret due to distribution rights. 

Saturday and Sunday speakers begin at 9am. We only have one room and one speaker at a time, so you don't have to 
worry about missing anyone's presentation. UFO CON 2022 is an educational, presentation focused, symposium style, 
intimate conference of only 300 seats. 

Saturday evening Dave Scott of “Spaced Out Radio” hosts the "Liar, Liar" Game Show followed by the musical singing 
group "Wings Over The Desert"; who performs the Beatles, 70's Rock and Roll, and Standards from the 40’s through the 
60’s. 

OUR SPEAKERS:  Don Cain, Preston Dennett, Matthew Deroun, Nora Funk, Katie Griboski, Nadi Hana, Paul Hynek, 
Miesha Johnston, Dr. Stanley Krippner, Geraldine Orozco, Michael Orrell, Jesus Payan, Jr., Dave Scott, Alan Steinfeld, 
Steve Stockton, and Lynn Wallington. 

UFO CON 2020 ACTIVITIES: Friday night Premiere Movie Screening, Saturday night "Liar, Lair" Game Show; Musical 
Entertainment by "Wings Over The Desert"; 15 Speakers; Experiencer Groups; Vendor Area. 

IMPORTANT: MAKE YOUR HOTEL RESERVATIONS as soon as possible! The cut of date for room reservations is MARCH 
18. 

Purchase your tickets now - this event will sell out soon! 

UFO CON 2022 is NorCal's "Must Attend" UFOlogy Event! 
To find out more and see schedule visit: UFOCON2022.com 

 

PLEASE NOTE: More banners and artwork found on the UFO CON 2022 PR & Marketing web page. 

  

https://ufocon2022.com/
https://ufocon2022.com/?page_id=499
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OUR SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKER 

STANLEY KRIPPNER, PhD, has held faculty appointments at Akamai University, Fordham 
University, Kent State University, New York University, Saybrook University, Sofia University, 
the Universidade Holistica Internacional (Brasilia), the Instituto de Medicina y Tecnología 
Avanzada de la Conducta (Ciudad Juárez), and the California Institute for Integral Studies, 
where he holds the position of Affiliated Distinguished Faculty. 
He is a Fellow in five divisions of the American Psychological Association, and the past-
president of two divisions (the Society of Psychological Hypnosis and the Society of 
Humanistic Psychology). Formerly, he was director of the Maimonides Medical Center Dream 

Research Laboratory, in Brooklyn, New York, and (earlier) the director of the Kent State University Child Center in Kent, 
Ohio. 
Krippner is a pioneer in the study of consciousness, having conducted research for over 50 years in the areas of dreams, 
hypnosis, shamanism, and dissociation, often from a cross-cultural perspective, and with an emphasis on anomalous 
phenomena that seem to question mainstream paradigms. He is co-editor of Holistic Treatment in Mental Health 
(McFarland, 2020), Integrated Care for the Traumatized (Roman & Littlefield, 2019), The Shamanic Powers of Rolling 
Thunder (Bear/Inner Traditions, 2016), Working with Dreams and PTSD Nightmares (Praeger, 2016), Varieties of 
Anomalous Experience: Examining the Scientific Evidence, 2nd ed. (APA, 2014), Mysterious Minds (Praeger, 
2010), Debating Psychic Experience (Praeger, 2010), Perchance to Dream (Nova Science, 2009), and co-author of The 
Voice of Rolling Thunder (Bear/Inner Traditions, 2012), Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder: Biography of a Disease (ABC-
CLIO, 2012), Demystifying Shamans and Their World (Imprint Academic, 2011), Extraordinary Dreams and How to Work 
with Them (SUNY, 2002), Personal Mythology (Tarcher, 1988), and many other books. He has written over 1,200 
scholarly articles, chapters, papers, and publications. 

 

OUR SPEAKERS 

DON CAIN is a Graduate Engineer, and lifelong Contactee spanning some 65 years. Don 
worked with NASA, Rocketdyne, and other Aerospace Contractors on the HAWCS advanced 
Welding Robot systems for the Space Shuttle Main Engine. Participated in the systems review 
after the Challenger Accident, and assisted with numerous other projects related to the Space 
Shuttle. 
Don also worked with INTEL on utilizing the first  Prototype PENTIUM Processor chips for 
Robot Controls. His experiences allowed him to see a different world than the one portrayed 
in the media. Don is known as a “Fixer”. Someone who gets called when things are broken. A 
Left and Right brained person, who sees things other people don’t see. Over the years Don 

Cain has explored Hypnosis and NLP Sub-modalities to navigate the pieces and connect with his contactee experience. 
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PRESTON DENNETT began investigating UFOs and the paranormal in 1986 when he discovered 
that his family, friends and co-workers were having dramatic unexplained encounters. Since 
then, he has interviewed hundreds of witnesses and investigated a wide variety of paranormal 
phenomena. 
He is a field investigator for the Mutual UFO Network (MUFON), a ghost hunter, a paranormal 
researcher, and the author of 28 books and more than 100 articles on UFOs and the 
paranormal. Several of his books have been Amazon UFO bestsellers. His articles have 
appeared in numerous magazines including Fate, Atlantis Rising, MUFON UFO Journal, Nexus, 
Paranormal Magazine, UFO Magazine, Phenomena Magazine, Mysteries Magazine, Ufologist 

and others. His writing has been translated into several different languages including German, French, Portuguese, 
Russian, and Icelandic. 
Preston has appeared on numerous radio and television programs, including Midnight in the Desert with Art Bell, Coast-
to-Coast and also the History Channel’s Deep Sea UFOs and UFO Hunters. His research has been presented in the LA 
Times, the LA Daily News, the Dallas Morning News and other newspapers. He has taught classes on various paranormal 
subjects and lectures across the United States. He currently resides in southern California. 
WEBSITE: www.prestondennett.weebly.com 

 

MATTHEW DEROUN was born in New Iberia, Louisiana. He is a USL gradratuate in Economics 
and Broadcast, Peninsula Law school, low level software engineer, a Technology Consultant, 
owner of Galactix Studios, and Matlabs Technologies. 
Successful tech venture participation:  Getthere.com, the first online travel booking service. 
Brience XSLT transformation server, Visto technical writer. GET: Green Energy Technologies, 
bioseed to fuel think-tank. Consultant to Private Mining Ventures in Myanmar. Consultant to 
global food distribution technology firm in Australia and coffee cryptokey-based exchange. 
Real estate investment and development. Currently developing acoustic technology for 
Stratagracci 1, new form of cellphone, and security software for Matlabs. 

And, he is a contactee… 

 

NORA FUNK, CH, PCC, CRMH, is a business owner who believes in living with purpose and 
direction, and that love with intention can move mountains. She is also very proud of being a 
part of the Vancouver Island reiki and holistic healing community. 
She uses Hypnosis, past life regression, EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique), Life Coaching, 
Reiki, and Sound Therapy to assist clients to achieve their goals by overcoming challenges to 
everyday common problems. 
Nora uses Trauma Recovery Regression work to help others to recall their experiences that 
have been buried in their subconscious mind including their own abduction experiences so 
they may be able to fill in the blanks and start to connect the dots to their past/memories. She 

is also trained in crisis response and mental health to help her clients if anything negative surfaces. 
Nora will be featured in an upcoming documentary to be released this year. She is one of three facilitators that run the 
local CE-5 Nanaimo, BC, Canada chapters which has 70 members. 

 

http://www.prestondennett.weebly.com/
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KATIE GRIBOSKI is Colorado MUFON’s State Director. She is a STAR (Strike Team Area 
Research) Investigator for MUFON and is team lead/administrator for MUFON’s MARRS Team 
(MUFON’s Archive Research, Reporting System). She is the host of MUFON What’s Up Radio 
Broadcast on KGRADB.com along with her cohosts Chris Deperno and Katie Cook. 
She conducts her own independent investigations and research outside of MUFON and 
founded the Colorado UFO Paranormal Research group to further explore these topics and 
share her discoveries with others. Katie has been a presenter at several UFO/Paranormal 
conferences and events and has appeared on many radio shows and podcasts, including Coast 
to Coast with George Knapp, Spaced Out Radio, Coast to Coast’s Dark Becomes Light with 

Heidi Hollis and many more. 
Katie spends a lot of her time traveling to archives for research and conducting interviews. She is the author of: Letters 
of Love & Light – Four Decades of UFO Encounters, Experiences & Sightings Shared with Ufologist R. Leo Sprinkle Ph.D. 
She is currently writing her second book: High Strangeness on a Colorado Ranch; The Colorado “Skinwalker” Ranch – 
Craft, Cattle, Copters, Cryptids and Cover-Ups. Katie’s personal ties to the ranch is what motivated her interest in 
ufology. She continues to search for answers to all her experiences. She has an open mind and is always interested in a 
new challenge. 
Katie holds her Bachelor of Science in Visual Communications and owned her own Graphic Design Studio “Design 
Junkie”. She is a proud mother of five young adults. 

 

NADI HANA is an inspiring instructor, guiding explorations into the multidimensional nature of 
human consciousness, and providing Light Code activations in her presentations and classes. 
Nadi's contact experience in 2010 initiated her reunion with the off-planet, multidimensional 
aspects of herself. 
Integrating her transpersonal activation with a decade of experience as a psychotherapist, she 
supports people in reframing and de-stigmatizing their non-consensus reality and ET contact 
experiences. As a dedicated practitioner of personal transformation for nearly 25 years, she 
promotes positive interspecies communications through the primacy of self 
awareness. Working with benevolent advanced civilizations, she serves as a transition 

specialist for humanity's evolutionary process. 

 

PAUL HYNEK has worked in tech and entertainment and is currently a business consultant. 
Paul is also a former adjunct professor at Pepperdine University, and is presently a consultant 
for HISTORY’s new series Project Blue Book, based on a real project to investigate UFOs from 
1952 to 1969. 
Paul is the son of Dr. J. Allen Hynek, an astronomer who worked with the U.S. Air Force 
investigating UFO cases from 1948 to the end of Blue Book in 1969. A character based on J. 
Allen Hynek is the lead character in the series. 
Paul’s father began his investigation with USAF as a skeptic, but by the time Blue Book ended, 
he was convinced some UFO cases posed a real mystery. The HISTORY series is not sticking 

strictly to the facts, but it is attempting to portray the people and events as accurately as possible. 
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MIESHA JOHNSTON is a Certified Hypnotherapist specializing in Multidimensional ET 
Experiencer Regressions, Past Life Regression and Trauma Recovery Hypnosis. She offers 
Galactic Multi-Dimensional Sessions and is a trance channel who speaks many Galactic Light 
Languages.  She facilitates virtual Experiencer support groups three times a week on Zoom 
and in her home once a month. 
Miesha a third-generation experiencer having contact with 8 different types of extra-
terrestrials including MILAB & Mk-ultra which were to periods of 8 months of missing time 
including a marriage she had no memory of.  She shares her story of her encounters in her 
books.  She has been on many Radio shows 1999 and has been on European, Canadian and 

Russian TV.  Soon to be on Book of Secrets, on History Channel. 
In 1991, she founded the STAR FAMILY CONTACTEE GROUPS. She started the first teen and children’s groups in the 
United States in 1991. She was director of U.F.O.C.C.I. In the 1990s she was a working group member of Steven Greer’s 
C.S.E.T.I. In Las Vegas, Nevada. 
She is owner operator of Vector 5 UFO Tours of Las Vegas and has been leading tours in Las Vegas, Hawaii and California 
for 3 years, with military grade Gen 3-night vision goggles and high-powered lazars. She has a weekly radio show 
Saturday on KCOR Digital Radio. 
She author of “Covert Abduction: Military Harassment, Surveillance, Interrogation, and Mind Control” and “They 
Weren’t Butterflies: A Monarch Survivor’s Story”, available on her site and Amazon.com. Galactic Planetary Genealogy 
book with chart, available on her site.  She co-authored with Tana Newberry an Experiencer Oracle Deck and authored 
“ET Experiencer Unimaginable Oracle Deck” and companion book. Available on her site and www.Amazon.com. 

 

MICHAEL ORRELL is a San Diego native whose interest in UFOs was sparked at 10 years old by 
an incident when he believed he unraveled a UFO hoax in a local newspaper which he 
documents in his book, Aliens From Above; The Last in Line. 
Decades later, while hiking with two friends in the San Diego backwoods on July 1, 1990, Mike 
accidentally captured, in a single 35 mm frame, 10 Kecksburg type UFOs on his Canon EOS 650 
camera. After having the objects professionally enlarged "to grain" Mike discovered that one 
of the objects displayed a clear spike-like projection 2/3rds up the left side of its acorn-shaped 
contour. 
Within three months Mike had found that same pattern and numerous UFO photos and 

countless ancient artifacts. Expected event has one front page coverage and every newspaper in San Diego as well as an 
award-winning CBS interview on KFMB Channel 8. Michael claims this event has sparked a civilian disclosure which may 
lead to actual contact with extraterrestrials. 

 

GERALDINE OROZCO is a Certified Hypnotherapist, C.H.T, Meditation Master M.T, Neuro 
Linguistic Practitioner N.L.P, Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction Therapist, M.B.S.R. Qigong 
Master and owner of San Francisco based- Bay Area Meditation which offers virtual corporate 
meditation programs internationally. 
She has 12 years of experience in the Holistic Energy Healing arts with certifications Advanced 
Pranic Healing, Quantum Energy Healing and Studied for several years under a Shamanic 
Energy Healer. 
In 2013, Geraldine experienced a life changing inter-dimensional contact experience which 
resulted in the activation of psychic abilities of the multidimensional body and energy field. In 

2017 Geraldine underwent hypnotic Regression Therapy, since regressions can uncover a life-long history of contact. 
Geraldine utilizes her deep understanding of the multidimensional body and how life force manifests on the physical 3D 
plane. She is able to see experiential agreements of trauma, fragmentation, Akashic Records, Energy Stagnation in the 
13 etheric bodies. She Created DNA Reprogramming a healing modality in order to access, identify, heal and transmute 
trauma fragmentation of the soul. 
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She now dedicates herself to the dissemination of knowledge of hybridization programs and the reexamination of the 
commonly held dogma of the human genetic timeline, historical record and advanced healing of the human bio 
structure. She is currently writing her first book. DNA Origins and the Human Hybridization Program. 
Founder of HybridMother.com, An international research and support group for experiencers and contactees of ID 
phenomena. She is on the Director board of O.P.U.S –The Organization for Paranormal Understanding and Support. 
Geraldine's  story is now part of a 16 time winning documentary called ” Extraordinary The Seeding” and numerous 
Discovery, Peacock  and Travel Channel tv research shows on phenomena and consciousness. 
She is a radio host, Artist, International Speaker and Youtuber. You can schedule a one on one session at 
GeraldineOrozco.com 

 

JESUS PAYAN, JR. with MAYAN/FRENCH ancestry and Type O-Negative blood, is an actor who 
plays "Gonzo" on the hit cable series Breaking Bad and Better Call Saul. He has also appeared 
in numerous movies; including films with Steven Segal and Mark Wahlberg. However, he has 
been a longtime UFO and Sasquatch Researcher. 
The Sasquatch first entered the bigger-than-life actor's life via a book by Author C. Clark's 
"Mysterious World". At age 5 while living in England, where his father was stationed on a U.S. 
Airforce base, were his first memories of seeing a UFO. From those first sightings to this day, 
he has had encounters with Extra Terestrial visitors. 
In the year 2000, while living in New Mexico's Lincoln County National Forest, he heard his 

first Sasquatch making two long haunting calls that silenced the forest. Thus beginning his lifelong quest to find and 
understand the reality of this mysterious creature. 
He was chosen as one of the field researchers for the "Falcon Project." He was featured on FINDING BIGFOOT on their 
"Four corners" episode on the Upper Fruitland Navajo Reservation in New Mexico, where Jesus Jr. threw the first Bigfoot 
Conference ever on that reservation. 
He's worked with numerous PhD's in Anthropology and was part of the Cryptid Hominid Genome Project with New 
Mexico State University. Now he's teamed up with MonsterQuest Producer - Creator Doug Hajicek on some new 
endeavors. 
He's been face to face with a Sasquatch - within ten feet - as well as other sightings. He's been researching UFO's and 
Sasquatch (in and out of the field) for 32 years. He runs the YouTube channel "BREAKING BIGFOOT" where he presents 
his research. 

 

DAVE SCOTT is the creator and host of Spaced Out Radio, broadcast worldwide from British 
Columbia, Canada. This cutting edge, alternative radio show can be heard Monday through 
Friday at spacedoutradio.com. 
Dave received a diploma in Broadcast Communications from one of Canada’s top broadcasting 
schools, BCIT, in 1998. He then spent nearly 10 years in radio, focusing most of his career in 
sportscasting, before leaving the field to pursue other interests. 
His personal quest into understanding the unknown began in December, 2011, when Dave 
had contact with, what he calls, the Angel of Death, whom he saw in his mother’s eyes. This 
encounter led to his first channeling experience, after which, Dave’s involvement in the 

paranormal became more frequent. 
Premonitions started coming true. He encountered Big Foot, with two of the creatures within 100 feet of him. UFOs 
started appearing anytime he wanted, even though Dave had no idea what “summoning” was. He's had sightings of five 
extraterrestrial species, one whom he has nicknamed "Carl". 
On November 30th, 2014, Dave launched Spaced Out Radio. His near decade as a broadcast journalist helped him craft a 
unique style of interviewing, making it comfortable and personal for his guests and listeners, alike. Dave looks at himself 
as one of the only trained and experienced radio journalists, who is also a multiple experiencer of the unknown. 

 

http://spacedoutradio.com/
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ALAN STEINFELD is a writer, producer and speaker in the fields of human potential, 
metaphysics, conscious evolution, healing, creativity, spiritual awakening and cosmic 
intelligences. He informs millions through his website, lectures, YouTube videos and weekly 
television program. Thousands visit his website www.NewRealities.com each month. 
He is also the host and director of the prime time television program, New Realities, for Time 
Warner cable, New York City. For over 20 years he has brought cutting edge ideas in science, 
health and spiritually to his audiences. He has interviewed over 3,000 of the most influential 
people in the world. Twelve million people have seen his New Realities videos on his YouTube 
channel: www.Youtube.com/newrealities. He also produces the New Realities radio shows 

and podcasts each week for iTunes, BBSradio and KYAK-FM in Oregon. 
Alan produced the 2006 Water Forum, bringing Dr. Emoto to New York for the first time, along with Hopi Elders. On 
October 10, 2010 he produced the 10:10:10 Crystal Skull Gathering with the Mayan Elders. In 2013, Alan partnered with 
the Academy for Future Science to produce the conference on The Immortality of Consciousness in Sedona, Arizona, 
featuring Anita Moorjani, Eben Alexander and William Henry. 
He is on the board of The Friends of the Institute of Noetic Sciences; Vice President of The Association of Psychotherapy 
and Spirituality; and the representative to the United Nations for The Academy for Future Science. 
He is a licensed acupuncturist with a Masters degree in Acupuncture and Chinese Medicine from the International 
Institute of Chinese Medicine in Santa Fe, New Mexico. He is the author of Careers in Alternative Medicine, now in its 
third edition. His current writing is The Artist Role in Creating New Realities, on the power of creativity to cognize new 
levels of consciousness. 
Alan is the Author of Making Contact, available on Amazon.com. 

 

STEVE STOCKTON is a veteran outdoorsman, author and has been researching the 
unexplained for over 35 years. Originally from the mountains of East Tennessee, Steve has 
traveled all over the country and many parts of the world and now makes his home in 
Portland, Oregon, near the wilds and "bigfoot country" of the Pacific Northwest. 
Steve cites as his influences his "gypsy witch" grandmother who told him multitudes of 
legends and stories as a small child, as well as authors such as Frank Edwards, John Keel, 
Charles Fort, Loren Coleman, Ivan Sanderson, Colin Wilson and Nick Redfern. 
His published books include Strange Things in the Woods and More Strange Things in the 
Woods (collections of true, paranormal encounters) as well as the autobiographical My 

Strange World, where he talks about his own experiences dating back to childhood. Steve's published books include 
Strange Things in the Woods, More Strange Things in the Woods, My Strange World, We Are All Children in the 
Wilderness of the Afterlife: A Guided Tour Through a Haunted Life (Co-author, with Sysco Murdoch), National Park 
Mysteries and Disappearances Volume 1, 2, and 3. Steve is currently at work on a book of ghost stories and a book about 
myths and legends of the Southern Appalachians, both expected to be available this year. 

 

LYNN WALLINGTON is the weekend host for Spaced Out Radio. She has studied the UFO 
phenomena and worked with experiencers for the past 10 years. As a lifelong contactee and 
experiencer of the paranormal, she has come to understand how these experiences have 
helped to shape her into the person she has become. 
Her first paranormal experience happened at a young age, where she saw her great 
grandmother sitting at the edge of her bed one night, only to find out the next morning that 
she had passed away. And since that defining moment, she’s had a fascination with all things 
paranormal. Her interest in the paranormal and how it affects people led her to get a degree 
in Psychology from the University of Massachusetts. After Lynn graduated, she worked for 

Harvard Medical School as a research assistant working with clients who had Schizophrenia and other forms of 
psychosis. 

http://www.newrealities.com/
https://www.youtube.com/newrealities
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In her 30’s Lynn had her first conscious experience with a UFO, and shortly after had an experience with a Mantis Being. 
Her interest in the field of ufology and contact was sparked. 
As time went on, Lynn began to put the pieces together and realize that some of the strange and unusual happenings 
throughout her life were tied to contact. Using her own experiences and her background in Psychology, Lynn worked 
with FREE (The Dr Edgar Mitchell Foundation for Research into Extraterrestrial Encounters) where she helped to develop 
and run the Support Program for experiencers. In doing so Lynn has had the privilege of talking with hundreds of 
experiencers where she helped them come to terms with their encounters. 

 

MC’s & ENTERTAINERS 

MALCOLM DANE comes to Jazz by way of a strong background in classical music, with his 
Bachelors Degree in Music from University of British Columbia and his Performing Arts 
Diploma from Douglas College. 
He has toured across Canada, the States, Europe and Asia performing with headliners such as; 
David Foster, Rita NcNeil, Roch Voisine and Sesame Street's own Bob McGrath. He was also 
see in 1992 opening with "Spirit of a Nation" for Celine Dion in Ottawa. He has performed for 
the likes of HRH Queen Elizabeth II, Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, Crown Prince and Princess 
Naruhito of Japan. 
Malcolm has performed in various shows, including Fiddler On The Roof, 42nd Street, Yeoman 

Of The Guard, Grease and Oliver. He has traveled performing on a cruise chip through the Caribbean, South, Central and 
North America. He credits his jazz styling with the likes of Nat King Cole, Mel Torme and Dean Martin. 

 

LINDA MILLER has come from years of performing, with 8 years in various rock bands 
including Freefall and Madhatter along with singing Jazz. 
She has performed for the likes fo HRH Prince Charles of Wales, Prince William and Prince 
Harry. She has transfromed herself into Madonna and Marilyn Monroe for various 
performances, but her roots in Jazz has brought her back to her first love. Her love for Jazz 
grew out of listening to her Mom singing Jazz and her Dad playing drums in Jazz bands. 
Her enchanting voice and styling are reminiscent of Sarah Vaughn and Linda Ronstadt. 

 

ROBERT PERALA is the internationally acclaimed author of The Divine Blueprint: Roadmap for 
the New Millennium and The Divine Architect: The Art of Living and Beyond. His lectures and 
publications include 25 years of research in: metaphysics, spirituality, behavioral science, 
personal growth, the origin of the soul, Earth based anomalies, extraterrestrial science, and 
near death experience research. 
His humanitarian relief efforts as Director of Development for the United Nations Association, 
led to him being awarded the prestigious Certificate of Congressional Recognition at Stanford 
University in 2007 for his support of programs with Adopt-A Minefield and UNICEF. 
He is a graduate of the Robbins Research Institute led by America's foremost results coach 

Tony Robbins. Robert is a sought after radio and television personality and has been featured on: CNN, The A&E 
Channel, The FOX Network, and many radio programs including Coast to Coast AM. 
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PRODUCER 

Lorien became actively involved in the San Francisco Bay Area UFO Community after almost 
dying from a mysterious form of Pneumonia during the H1N1 scare of summer 2009. It was 
that near death experience which propelled her into doing the work she loves in a community 
that she has been passionate about her entire life. 
Lorien is the MUFON Marin and Sonoma counties Section Director, holding meetings in 
Petaluma, CA on the first Saturday of the month. Visit www.MUFONMarinSonoma.com. 
Her current “occupations” include web designer, bookkeeper, and conference producer. 
Lorien’s nonprofit, Conscious Community Events, produces UFO CON held annually in the San 
Francisco Bay Area. 

If that wasn’t enough, she has a weekly internet radio talk show: The Fenton Perspective, Mondays at 5pm PT/8pm ET 
on Revolution Radio at www.FreedomSlips.com 
If you haven’t guessed by now, she lives in front of a computer, has her ear glued to a phone, and had no children other 
than her two tail-less cats (who recently passed on at 18 years old). She sings “Moon Dance” by Van Morrison to herself, 
is slowly becoming a Crazy Old Cat Lady, and finally saw her first TRIANGLE UFO on 11/1/2014. She has never been 
abducted — that she can remember. 

 

 

http://www.mufonmarinsonoma.com/
http://concomevents.com/
http://www.freedomslips.com/

